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Abstract
Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) ruptures and tears are significant orthopedic problems 

that result in discomfort and limited mobility.  Fully functional tissue engineered ligament 
replacements are promising alternatives to current graft choices for repair of ACL disruptions.  
The cell-based approach to construct engineered ligament grafts presented herein involves the 
culture of mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) on biodegradable, fibrous polymeric scaffolds to 
promote tissue formation.  Multipotent MSCs are advantageous because of their in vitro 
proliferative capacity and ease of harvest; however; the promotion of MSC differentiation into 
mature fibroblasts and subsequent extracellular matrix (ECM) development is unknown.  The 
proposed studies utilized three complementary methods to promote differentiation of MSCs: 
scaffold architecture, mechanical stretch, and over-expression of the transcription factor, 
scleraxis.  First, elastomeric scaffolds were fabricated by electrospinning a segmented 
poly(esterurethane urea) with variations in fiber diameter and fiber alignment.  Primary 
mesenchymal stem cells and the mesenchymal stem cell line, C3H10T1/2, were seeded on these 
scaffolds and assumed spindle-shaped morphologies and oriented with the direction of fiber 
alignment. Fiber diameter affected cellular responses, including the expression of ECM genes 
(e.g. collagen type I and decorin) which were elevated on smaller mean fiber diameter scaffolds 
initially.  However, scleraxis gene expression was greatest on larger mean fiber diameter 
scaffolds at the end of two weeks.  Second, cyclic stretch was applied to C3H10T1/2 cells on 
semi-aligned scaffolds using a novel bioreactor.  Cell attachment was verified during and after 
the application of mechanical stress by confocal microscopy.  Cyclic stretch induced cells to 
assume a highly elongated morphology; however, ECM gene expression changes were moderate.  
Third, forced constitutive expression of scleraxis was accomplished by nucleofection of 
C3H10T1/2 cells with plasmid DNA.  Transient mRNA expression, accumulation of the gene 
product in the cell nucleus, and cell death were observed.  Future work will seek to refine the 
experimental methods, including the development and testing of an inducible scleraxis transgene 
and the application of longer periods of mechanical stimulation.  Finally, these complementary 
approaches may be combined to further extend this work in pursuit of directed differentiation of 
stem cells and the ensuing generation of a robust tissue graft. 
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Chapter 5: Effects of constitutive overexpression of the basic helix loop

helix transcription factor scleraxis on mesenchymal stem

cells
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Table 5.1: Cycles to threshold (Ct) values for scleraxis transfected C3H10T1/2 cells. Using real time
PCR, Cycles to threshold (Ct) values were measured for scleraxis gene expression 24 hours after
transfection in C3H10T1/2 cells. SCX transfected cells had a 1000 fold increase in transcript levels of
scleraxis, indicating transcription of plasmid DNA.
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engineering.

Clinical and neurophysiological abnormalities before and after
reconstruction of the anterior cruciate ligament of the knee.

The effect of timing of mechanical stimulation on proliferation and
differentiation of goat bone marrow stem cells cultured on braided PLGA scaffolds.



Tissue engineering of ligaments: a comparison of bone marrow
stromal cells, anterior cruciate ligament, and skin fibroblasts as cell source.

Oscillatory tension differentially modulates matrix
metabolism and cytoskeletal organization in chondrocytes and fibrochondrocytes.

Specific inhibition of type I and type II
collagen fibrillogenesis by the small proteoglycan of tendon.

The effect of proteoglycans on the morphology of collagen
fibrils formed in vitro.

Tissue engineering of ligaments.

Dynamic cell seeding of polymer scaffolds for cartilage
tissue engineering.

Cell orientation response to cyclically deformed substrates:
experimental validation of a cell model.

Mechanobiology of tendon.
An introductory review of cell mechanobiology.

Mechanoregulation of gene expression in fibroblasts.

Controlling cell responses to cyclic mechanical
stretching.

A system to impose prescribed homogenous strains on cultured
cells.

Cyclic strain increases fibroblast proliferation, matrix accumulation,
and elastic modulus of fibroblast seeded polyurethane constructs.

Anterior Cruciate Ligament (ACL) Injuries

Activation of muscle specific genes in pigment, nerve, fat, liver,
and fibroblast cell lines by forced expression of MyoD.

A naturally derived, cytocompatible, and architecturally
optimized scaffold for tendon and ligament regeneration.

Interpreting second harmonic
generation images of collagen I fibrils.

Biomechanics of knee ligaments.

Injury and repair of ligaments and tendons.

Tensile properties of the human femur anterior cruciate ligament
tibia complex. The effects of specimen age and orientation.



Peptide based fibrous biomaterials: Some things
old, new and borrowed.

Electrospinning of nano/micro scale poly(L lactic acid) aligned fibers
and their potential in neural tissue engineering.

Proliferation and collagen production of
human patellar tendon fibroblasts in response to cyclic uniaxial stretching in serum
free conditions.

Synthetic nanostructures inducing
differentiation of human mesenchymal stem cells into neuronal lineage.

The regulation of tendon stem cell differentiation by the alignment of
nanofibers.

Glycogen synthase kinase 3beta regulates
etoposide induced apoptosis via Bcl 2 mediated caspase 3 activation in C3H10T1/2
cells.

Decorin regulates assembly of collagen fibrils and acquisition of
biomechanical properties during tendon development.

Nuclear neighborhoods and gene expression.

Electrospun fine textured scaffolds for heart tissue constructs.



Appendix A Effect of Growth Factor on Rat Bone Marrow derived

Mesenchymal Stem Cell Gene Expression



Figure A.1: Effect of growth factor supplementation on MSC proliferation

Figure A.2 Effect of growth factor supplementation on MSC gene expression of collagen type I and
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Appendix B Molecular Techniques

B.1 RNA Isolation – using QIAGEN RNeasy Mini Columns





B.2 RNA Quantification Using RiboGreen Reagent or DNA Quantification

using PicoGreen Reagent

*procedures are identical except for standards and reagent used







B.3 cDNA/ Reverse Transcription



B.4 Real time PCR using SybrGreen chemistry

here n +1 is the number of samples (RT, NO RT, master mix control)

each



each



B.5 RNA Isolation– using TRIZOL and QIAGEN RNeasy Mini Columns



Following centrifugation, the mixture separates into a lower red, phenol
chloroform phase, an interphase, and a colorless upper aqueous phase. RNA remains
exclusively in the aqueous phase. The volume of the aqueous phase is ~60% of volume of
TRIzol reagent used.

Do not get any material from the lower phases! It is better to sacrifice aqueous
material than to risk contamination with the lower precipitate.

SLOWLY add ethanol to prevent local precipitation.

From here, the RNeasy Mini Kit procedure is followed….



Appendix C Plasmid Development Protocols & Nucleofection

C.1 TOP10 Transformations

E.coli



C.2 PCR colony screening

Taq

Taq

C.3 Plasmid Purification





C.4 Generation of Restriction Digest Maps

ApaI BglII NcoI

EcoRV

AleI NcoI

BamHI XhoI

EcoRV AleI ApaI

BglII NcoI

ApaI



C.5 Plasmid Mini Preps



C.6 Nucleofection

1 x 106 cells/mL

g

x

transfer pipette

transfer pipette



Appendix D Bioreactor procedures

D.1 Sterilization procedures for Bioreactor Chambers:



D.2 Bioreactor Chamber Assembly

Before beginning

To assemble:
Open
Remove
Assemble

Remove
Secure

Flip

Finish

To place clamps,
transfer

grasp

Remove



Coat


